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Introductions

 The U of R Team
– Scott Torrens, Training Coordinator and Instructor
– Christy Clary, Budget Business Analyst
– Jim Dobbertin, Sr. Director, Finance Special Projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is _____, I’m a training coordinator and instructor from University IT So first of all, thank you for the business and the privilege to be here.I’d also like to thank the UR Budget project team, who’s been working hard to set us up for a win today.For months, they have been going through and establishing the standards, practices and skill sets that we’re going to talk about and practice today. They’ve worked really hard to set us up for the win, and now it’s up to you and me to pull this win through. Are you with me?



What We’re Covering Today

 Access to Training Tenant
 Summary Tour (Watch and Listen)
 Budget Data
 Add & Modify Budget Items
 12-Month Spread Planning

 Reports

 Wrap Up & Best Practices
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today we’ll explore all these key aspects of UR Budget and the Summary plan file.[Review Agenda]



Advantages of UR Budget

 Transparency
– Details about expenses

 Moving from an Excel based budgeting to a web-based 
Excel interface
– Familiar “look and feel”

 No need to crunch data in separate spreadsheets
– Excel functions built into UR Budget

 Concise, printable reports in Excel
– Easy to run throughout budget process

 Spread budget across months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<click> With UR Budget, you’ll enjoy greater transparency and see deeper into your budget data.Expenses are all available in one FAO plan file.<click> The current system was not intuitive. The new Excel-based interface is a significant improvement.You saw this familiar Excel set-up during eLearning, and we’ll get deeper into it in a moment.<click> You don’t need to do calculations in separate spreadsheets anymore.UR Budget has Excel functionality built-in.Calculate and store data all in the application. No more worries about formula accuracy and versioning or sharing Excel files.<click> Generating reports is easy in UR Budget.You can get the right reports at any time during budget development.See how your budgets add up.Print reports to share and use them as base for further calculations in Excel<click> Soon, everyone will spread budgets across months.The new system will do the spreads, and you’ll have the freedom to adjust any month to match your run rate more closely.Some planners only estimate annual spend now, so it will take some time to fully leverage this feature.



Content-Mirrored Instruction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how will we be sure everyone gains the skills they need? Through a training method called Content-Mirrored Instruction. For this training:The trainer has the exact same files and software as participants.Active learning, using realistic exercises - the physical action of clicking along helps tie down the learning.Might feel awkward at first, but things are always difficult at the beginning. The repetition helps you set up patterns. This leads to skill development!This is what content-mirrored instruction is all about – this is why it works!My promise to you is that I won’t leave anybody behind:Raise your hand if I’m going too fast, if you don’t see where I’ve tapped, or you have a question that is directly about something that I’m discussing.Make eye-contact with or wave to a facilitator if you have technical issues (point out facilitators in your room)If you have a question about potential functionality or a business process, we’ve set up time in the training to discuss your questions.When you’re here, you’re here – please try not to multi-task so that you acquire the necessary information for budgetingThat will help you get the best value out of today’s class.Will you agree to stay with me, tap for tap, throughout the class today? If you will, I promise your skill development will proceed at an enormous rate!



You Have Support

Post-Training
 Course Guide
 Recording of Live 

Training
 Quick Reference Videos 

(QRVs)
 Quick Reference Cards 

(QRC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’re not alone.You have plenty of support to guide you when back at your desk.  [read Post Training slide]Your finance office is available to answer any questions.We’ll make a recording of this live training so you can go back to any section for a refresher.Quick reference cards and videos will be at your disposal.Find everything you need on the UR Budget website.



Training FAOs – Like the Real Thing

 Individual Training FAOs per Training Userid
– Training01
– OP812301

 Designed with features you’ll use in your FAOs
 Common training environment

– Classmates working with duplicate copies

 Revenue and Labor will be budgeted by the central 
finance office.  No need for you to budget in Axiom

FAO – Financial Activity Object

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll use individual but identical training  Financial Activity Objects or FAOs for the exercises in this course.Even though these FAOs may not be in your company, your UR Budget team designed them with the functions and features you will use in your work.The FAOs are based on a real FAO.To give us a common training environment, everyone will work from a copy of the exact same FAO data, so it will be easy to follow along with your neighbor and me. I’ll tell you your individual FAO 



Exercise: 
UR Budget Summary & Labor Planning Tour

Scenario:

Before creating a budget, 
you want to take a tour of 
UR Budget Summary 
Planning sheet.

Objectives:

 Install and launch UR 
Budget Sandbox

 Explore home page
 Open training FAO
 Practice general 

navigation
 Get glimpse of how to 

change data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Read as written]NOTE – NEED TO ADD THE QRC HERE AND HAND OUT TRAINING USERIDS AND TRAINING FAOS to students (May want to do this in advance of the training session)
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UR Budget Tour

Summary Planning



01: UR Budget Tour



Debrief: UR Budget Tour

 UR Budget website and home 
page are rich resources

 Interface is a lot like Excel
 Ribbon features like Change 

View and GoTo Location make 
large sheets manageable

 Modifying budget items is 
straightforward

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Read as written]
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Budget Data

Actual, Revised, and Estimated Budgets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we saw in the tour, UR Budget is packed with budget information. Much of the data you see in your FAO is determined by budget administrators in your Budget Group.In this section, we’ll take a closer look at how your Budget Group decides to populate your FAO.We’ll also see how actuals, current budget and projections come into play,



Budget Group Sets Your Starting Point

 Budget Group determines: 
– How the FAO is structured
– How many months of Actuals 

load into FAO
– How Variances display
– For FF Thompson, next year’s 

budgets will be all Zero Based
 Zero Based Budgeting requires 

input of the entire budget
 To assist, you will be able to view 

current year’s budget as well as 
current year’s projection to guide 
you

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It sets up the budget planning starting point for each FAO.For FF Thompson, next year’s budgets will be all Zero BasedYou will be able to view current year’s budget as well as current year’s projection to guide you



Before You Get Your FAOs in Production…

 Budget process opens in September

 7 months of actuals are loaded to 
calculate a full year projection (not 
seasonalized)
– Projection is calculated by taking the 7 

month total / 7 then times by 12 to arrive 
at what the full year would be based on 
the 7 months already incurred

 Current year’s budget is available for 
additional comparison 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The budget process starts in September<click>Seven months of actuals are loaded into UR Budget from UR Financials – January thru July.<click> Users  compare actuals to the current year revised budget to get a good idea of the run rate for each FAO.



All Budget Data in One Place

 Every Summary plan file shows Expenses
 No need to budget for Capital Expenditures or Transfers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once, your FAO is ready for planning, you’ll want to check it out. Every Summary sheet shows totals at the top.Focus on the total expense line only.  All others (if displayed) will not be budgeted for FF Thompson. These top rows are frozen, just like you’d see in an Excel spreadsheet.They recalculate instantly when you modify any budget line item below it.And show you, at a glance, how your changes would affect your budget.The Final Budget column will be input into UR Financials.



Actuals, Projections & Revised Budget

 Compare actuals for current 
year-to-date (projections) or 
last year’s budget
– Example: P7 means 7 months of 

actuals

 Enter next year’s budget in the 
Manager Input field

 YTD Actuals are used to 
calculation a full year’s 
projection
– Actuals ÷ (# of months) × 12 = 

preliminary projection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UR Budget allows you to compare actuals to current year revised budget and projected budget.It computes preliminary projections based upon number of months of actual budget data that is loaded into your FAO.The number after “P” in your Actuals YTD column label identifies how many months of actuals you’re working with.The number of months pulled in is based on when your budget is due. <click> Actuals divided by number of months pulled in, then multiplied by 12 equals the annual preliminary projection.So, projections are based upon the current year run rate.



Variance Data – Valuable Planning Tool

 Compares new budget against :
– Current year projections
– Current year’s budget 

 Changes in real time as 
you plan

 Displays variance in $ and %

 Red flags items when 
threshold surpassed
– 5% increase that is over $10K

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Variance data is another way to see how projections and current year budget differ.Variance data changes in real time as you plan your budget.Can track variances by dollars or percentages.You can see how an increase or decrease in expenses compares to current year data.<click>Watch for red flags.UR Budget is set now to flag any budget increase of 5% that is over $10,000.



Check and Adjust 12 Month Spreads 

 View 12-month spreads
– New tool for many budget planners

 12-month spread flexibility
– Use default spread method or choose another
– Change dollars in any single month

Tip: Use GoTo Location to isolate a single budget category

Presenter
Presentation Notes
12 month spread planning is new to many budget planners.<click>12-month spreads give you flexibility.You’ll be given a default spread method for each line, but can change it if another method is more useful to you. . [Trainer: Point out dropdown in screenshot]<click>Individual months are in yellow cells so you can change them to reflect your knowledge of variable spending [Trainer: point out yellow cells in screenshot next to drop-down]We’ll cover 12 month spread a little laterAnd don’t forget! Use GoTo Location to quickly get to your budget category!



Key Notes for FF Thompson 

 Use the Change View to select “Budget Only” view
 Revenue and Labor will be budgeted centrally by 

Finance
 Capital Expenditures accounts will not be budgeted 

within Axiom

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read slide



Debrief: Budget Data

 Change Views to compare current year 
revised budget and Projections, side-by 
side

 Check current year actuals to see how 
many months of data you’re working with

 Your starting point: input net year’s budget 
using the Manager Input field

 Check Variances for red flags. Explain the 
variance in the Budget Comments column

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Read as written]
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Add and Modify Budget Items

Summary Sheet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now  you know how UR Budget imports budget data and displays different versions of the budget.UR Budget gives you the tools to add and modify budget items if you need to. We’ll cover that now.



Add FACs quickly

 FAC – Financial Activity Category (Spend Categories)
 ADD NEW FAC option at bottom of every FAC section
 Add FACs with the Insert Calc Method dialog box (select 

Base + Change method)

> > ADD NEW FAC (dbl click) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your FAO will be filled with financial activity categories or F-A-Cs, based on whether the FAO has actuals from the prior year, or actuals/budgets from the current year.F-A-Cs are also known as Spend or Revenue Categories.If you need to add an F-A-C, you’ll do it in the Summary sheet.<click>You’ll start to add an F-A-C by simply adding a new line for the F-A-C, at the bottom of each section. <Trainer: point to circled orange text at bottom of the Supplies shot><click>This opens the Insert Calc Method dialog box, which we’ll cover next.



Calculation Methods Defined

 Base + Changes (Recommended) 
– Modify base budget easily 
– Make changes transparent 
– Give reasons for change in Comments

 Detail
– Bring attention to costs that merit their own 

line
– Treats detailed costs as single total

 Input Total
– Enter total budget without using the other 

columns

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Insert Calc Method dialog box makes several calculation methods available to you.<click> Base + Changes is for when you plan to modify the base budget, now or in future years.Changes you make will be transparent to reviewers.Use Comments to record reasons for the change.Most FACs are assigned Base + Changes or From Database calc methods, by default.<click> Detail is an excellent way to bring attention to items that merit their own line.Details breaks down costs that are treated as single total in the budget.Since they are treated as a single total, details cannot be easily compared to actuals.<click> Input Total bypasses other new FAC fields so you can enter total budget as a lump sum.It’s fast and simple when you know what your totals are.



Add a Financial Activity Category (FAC)

 Choose a value for your spend/revenue category
– Choose from FACs derived by UR Budget

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you choose your calculation method, you’ll need to select your F-A-C.You’ll choose an F-A-C in the Choose Value box.The F-A-Cs that are available for each budget section are derived by UR Budget.



Modify an FAC on Its Own Line

 Budget Input Manager Input $
– Add next year’s budgeted amount

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you create a new F-A-C with the Insert Calc Method dialog box, You can modify it.Manager Input $ is where you add next year’s budgeted amount.



Comments & Attachments Pave the Way

 Best Practices:
– Explain each modification in Budget Comments
– Include attachments to support budgeted amounts
– Be descriptive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, it’s best to document your modifications with comments and attachments.This cuts down on review time and email requests for clarification.Use the Budget Comments field to explain the change.You can upload an attachment, such as approval email, from your computer.Help the reviewer understand your modifications – be descriptive.Give your attachment a filename that matches it with the budget item.Include important numbers and dates in both filenames and comments.
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12-Month Spread Planning

Summary Sheet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ve caught a glimpse of 12-month spread planning and are probably thinking about how it can help you when you make your budgets.We’ll now go a little deeper into how it works, so you’ll know how to use this tool.



Benefits of 12-Month Spreads

 Benefits of 12-Month Spread planning
– Apply “on the ground” knowledge to monthly spreads
– Track closer to run rate
– Flexible: change spread method and/or single months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
12-month spread planning is a powerful new tool for many budget plannersPlanners “on the ground” know how budgets spread across months even if you haven’t had to account for itHelps you track closer to your actual run rates, by month.12-month spread method gives you flexibility. You can:Change the default spread method, and orChange any individual month accordingly.You will discover other ways to leverage this tool once you start planning with it.



Default Spread Methods Put You in Control

 Even 12: default, most common
 Last Year Spend: mirrors last 

fiscal year (not available for CY22 
budgets)

 Work Days: varies by month
 Calendar Days: 31, 30, 28+
 Even 9 Sep-May: academic year 

(N/A for FFT)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even 12 is the default for most budget lines. Up to you to determine if it is appropriate.Last Year Spend shows how actuals were spread for the last completed full fiscal year.This spread method automatically calculates new figures based on the last full fiscal year's percentagesWorkDays varies by month.Calendar Days also varies by month, slightly.



When to Use Each Spread Method

Method When To Use

Even 12  Don’t need to track run rate 
closely

Work Days  No activity on weekends and 
holidays 

Calendar Days  In departments with 24-7 activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’re the judge of how to use each spread method.But here are some suggestions to get you started.Even 12 is the default when you don’t need to track run rate closely. Use Work Days when the budget item is closely tied to regular work week activity.Use Calendar Days in departments with 24-7 activity.



Adjust Months Manually

 Change dollars for any month to account for uneven spend rate, 
such as heavy travel expense in the spring

 Last month re-calculates automatically to reach total
 IMPORTANT: Set spread method before adjusting single 

months
 Always add a comment when adjusting month values
 BEST PRACTICE : Verify December numbers since they are forced 

to tie back to the total budget

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even after you choose a spread method, you can change dollars for any single month.You may want to try adjusting single months to account for uneven spend rates you are aware of, such as traditional heavy travel months, seasonal changes in a supply expense and extra compensation that all falls into a month. <click> And you’re not responsible for making sure that your changes add up: UR Budget automatically re-calculates June, the last month, to reach the final budget total.<click> Remember, it is important to first set the spread method, then adjust single months, if necessary.If you change the spread method after adjusting a single month, the spread method won’t apply to that month: the formula in that cell is wiped out. <click> As with all budget changes that need explanation, add a Budget Comment when adjusting single month values. 



Detail an FAC When “Other” Isn’t Enough

 Break down expenses into smaller chunks
– Example: Supplies Other

 UR Budget adds detail dollars up to FAC budget line
 Add new detail lines if you need them
 FYI only: details don’t transfer to UR Financials.  Only 

the total is imported into UR Financials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you add an F-A-C or work with an existing one, you have the option of giving details to an F-A-C.Details let you break down budget modifications into smaller chunks.  Note that the first line is the starting total for the FAC<click>Look for F-A-Cs with “Other” in their name, such as Supplies Other.As in our screenshot, you may  want to break down costs by vendor.<click>UR Budget adds detail dollar values automatically up to the main line. If you need more detail lines, simply add them.Remember, details don’t transfer to UR Financials, but help planners separate and explain expenses.



Exercise: Add and Modify Budget  Items

Scenario:
The ED is buying a new 
piece of equipment and 
you need to add a new 
service contract.  

The service contract starts 
in May and therefore you 
need to adjust the months 
according to the contract. 

Objectives:
 Add an FAC 
 Modify an FAC
 Detail an FAC
 Change a Calc 

Method
 Change monthly 

spread based on 
contract

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Read as written]



Debrief: Add and Modify Budget Items

 Use Insert New Line(s) to quickly add budget items
 Choose the Base + Change calc method for each item
 Budget comments and attachments speed approval
 Adding details gives planner and reviewer a clear picture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Read as written]



Debrief: Control Your Monthly Spreads

 You can change default method to one 
that will work best.  Do this AFTER the 
total budget amount has been finalized

 Think in terms of actual spend in 
previous years

 Try different methods for different 
scenarios

 Change single months to account for 
uneven spends

 Always change default method before 
changing single months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[read as written]



12-Month Spreads: Open Discussion

 How can you set the default method now 
to help you track expenses better later?  

 What can Last Year Spend tell you? 

 What do you know about spend patterns 
for common FACs? 

 Do you see any annual expense items 
that are set to Even 12? (N/A for CY22 
budget)

A few questions to keep in mind as you scrutinize 
12-month spreads:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Trainer: show this slide to have an open discussion on how to use the 12 month spreadAs you’re scrutinizing monthly spreads for each FAC, ask yourself these questions:[Read as written]
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Reports



Benefits of Reports

 Valuable for analysis and forecasting
 Easy to generate while developing your budget
 Source data all in one place: no hunting around
 Several automatic reports to choose from
 Use for further calculations

– In Excel
 Easy to share

– As Excel files
– In printouts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you know, reports are valuable when they show data in a way that is actionable.You can use Reports in UR Budget for analysis and forecasting no matter where you are in the planning process.<click> Since Reports are part of UR Budget, you can generate them easily while you’re developing the budget, Then refresh them when you make changes.<click> All your source data is in one place for all expense items.   It’s not necessary to hunt around for data to bring together on your own.<click> You have several automatic reports to choose from.<click> To leverage the full power of Excel, you can use UR Budget Reports as starter files for pivot tables, charts and other calculations.<click> Finally, you can share Reports easily as Excel files or as printouts.



Visit Your Reports Library

 Make sure that you have saved the data in your 
FAO file before running the report

 Browse reports by UR Budget component

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Reports Library, always accessible from the Ribbon, helps you find just the Report you need.You’ll find Reports organized in folders that correspond to UR Budget components.<click> Check back with the Reports Library for new Reports as they’re created, in response to your needs.



How to Run a Report

 Select the URB103 Form B CY
 Select the “Refresh” button on the Ribbon
 A blank report will appear

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Reports Library, always accessible from the Ribbon, helps you find just the Report you need.You’ll find Reports organized in folders that correspond to UR Budget components.<click> Check back with the Reports Library for new Reports as they’re created, in response to your needs.



How to Run a Report

 Select the FAO that you want using the “Choose Values” 
option to select the FAO

 Press OK, then OK and your data will appear

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Reports Library, always accessible from the Ribbon, helps you find just the Report you need.You’ll find Reports organized in folders that correspond to UR Budget components.<click> Check back with the Reports Library for new Reports as they’re created, in response to your needs.



Exercise: Generate Reports

Scenario:

You’ve done a lot of 
budget planning and want 
to get a perspective on 
your progress, so you’ll 
generate the Summary 
report to check your work 
and share it with 
department leadership.

Objectives:

 Generate Summary 
Report URB103 Form 
B CY

 Create Report 
Snapshots

 Save as Excel
 Print and share

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Read as written]



Debrief: Reports

 Several automatic reports available
– Organized by UR Budget component
– Key Summary Report: URB103 Form B CY

 Reports resemble plan files, in a condensed format
 Work process: mark up report, change plan data, refresh 

report 
 Download reports for further analysis in Excel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ll see several reports now for each UR Budget component.Reports are patterned after plan files to make them easy to navigate.Condensed so they are easy to scroll through and print.You can generate reports quickly, mark them up with formatting like highlights and color changes.Then modify data in plan files , save and refresh the report to check your changes.Reports look like Excel in UR Budget but UR Budget doesn’t have powerful features like Pivot Tables.So, you can download them easily and continue your analysis in Excel.
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Wrap Up and Best Practices



3 Big Benefits to UR Budget

Benefits FF Thompson
– Essential for improving the development of the 

total Thompson Health budget

Benefits budget managers

– Ability to share with teams for input
– Better reporting capabilities
– Transparency – easier to understand increases 

Benefits budget planners
– Robust functionality in familiar interface
– More independence

1

2

3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re glad that you’ve taken this training. UR Budget is important to our success.The University will benefit greatly when UR Budget is rolled out.<click>Budget managers are excited about UR Budget because it offers:Many more detailsAppropriate reports, andNew transparency: it will be easier to see reasons for increases and to justify them.<click>Budget planners will find UR Budget both powerful and easier to use. It’s a robust tool in an Excel interface.Planners will be able to plan at a deeper level, without assistance of the Budget Office.



Key UR Budget Takeaways

 Get to know your FAO in UR Budget
 Use Ribbon features to navigate quickly 

and manage large sheets
 Leverage every UR Budget tool, from 

Calc Methods to 12-Month Spreads
 Load your FAO with comments and 

attachments to streamline budget review
 Run reports whenever you need to check 

your work
 Close all open FAO plan files before 

exiting UR Budget

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<read as written>



You Have Support

Just in Time Help 

 eLearning
 Training recording
 UR Budget home page
 Hands-On sessions
 Excel exports

Ongoing Training
 Course Guide
 Quick Reference Videos 

(QRVs)
 Quick Reference Cards 

(QRC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After this training, you won’t be alone.You have plenty of support to guide you when back at your desk.Finance will be your subject matter experts and are available to answer questions.We’ll make a recording of this live training so you can go back to any section for a refresher.The UR Budget home page guides are always available.Keep an eye out for future hands-on sessions. You could also export a plan file to Excel and play with it offline. Ongoing training is also at your fingertips, including this Course Guide, and quick reference cards and videos. 



Questions?
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Thank You!

Evaluation and Assessment
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